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4th grade math teks worksheets

Math TEKS Checklists, 4th Gradeby Standards checklists help teachers track student progress and pinpoint remediation needs. These TEKS-aligned checklists can be used flexibly to keep track of student progress and needs. You will decide on a format that works best for your needs, but some ideas for use are included. Includes: • Instructions for
using the checklists to monitor student progress • Two versions of the checklist--one grouped by reporting category and the other grouped by skill category; for example, Reporting CategorNew 4th Grade Math TEKS Checklist with RTI Documentationby A checklist for the new 4th grade Math TEKS. The TEKS have been color coded according to
process, readiness, and supporting standards. The checklist is designed for a six weeks schedule with space to document dates taught as well as to document those students needing extra support for the SE, perfect for keeping track of documentation for RTI purposes.Types:STAAR Math TEKS Checklists are a wonderful way of covering the Texas
TEKS for the 4th Grade Math STAAR test. This best practice resource was created by two instructional coaches with over 15 years of classroom experience. Checklists are classroom tested and student approved. This STAAR Math TEKS Checklist is written in student-friendly, 4th grade language and covers the NEW Texas State Math Standards.
Students will track their own progress, set their own goals, and take ownership of their learTypes:New 4th Grade Math TEKS Checklist and Planning Formsby This document contains a simple checklist to checkoff those standards you have already covered. It could also be used to document when the standard was taught. Each standard has it's own
planning sheet. The standards are color coded based on readiness or supporting standards. By making simple notes on the planning pages everything will be right at your fingertips to conquer the new standards.Types:Use these Monthly Seasonal-Themed Math Worksheets as Morning Work, Math Centers, Spiral Review, or Early Finisher
Activities.You’ll see puzzles, games, riddles, and more with fun and engaging monthly themes. Each activity includes 2 levels to help you differentiate for your students. We include color graphics for reusable centers or BW for easy copying. This is a GROWING BUNDLE (August-May) Each month includes 8 activities.That’s 80 DIFFERENTIATED
seasonal math activities for the year - a valueThird Grade Math TEKS Checklistby UPDATED! Use the 3rd Grade Math TEKS Checklist to assign and document students in need of small group and/or intervention lessons during the school day and after school tutoring. Each student expectation for math is listed leaving room for nine students per page.
Includes: Student checklist TEKS Student Expectations Readiness Standards are marked with an "R" STAAR Assessed TEKS in older grade levels are marked Room for small group and Intervention/RtI students Documentation for all types of l**Updated 9/8/14** Please download update if purchased and downloaded prior to 9/8/14. This file contains
the **NEW Revised** 4th grade Math TEKS for the 2014-2015 school year, writing in the "I Can" format. There are two statements per page. I also included, on each card, a label to help determine if it is a Readiness or Process Standard. Print them, cut them out, laminate them and they are ready to be used in your classroom. I have also included a
TEK Checklist to help you in your lesson planTypes:**Updated 9/8/14** Please download update if you purchased prior to this date. This file contains the **NEW Revised** 3rd grade Math TEKS for the 2014-2015 school year, writing in the "I Can" format. There are two statements per page. I also included, on each card, a label to help determine if it
is a Readiness or Process Standard. Print them, cut them out, laminate them and they are ready to be used in your classroom. I have also included a TEK Checklist to help you in your lesson planning. EvTypes:Page 2Multi-step Standardized STAAR Formatted 4th grade TEKS Practice that addresses fraction concepts. These mini-assessment
worksheets can be used as review, practice, progress monitoring, STAAR prep, guided math, warm ups, homework, and quick checks! Comes with progress monitoring and intervention grouping forms! This resource targets one TEKS at a time so you can monitor student progress and identify standards needing more practice. In this resource
processing standards are embedded, items are wriPage 3These games make 4th grade geometry standards so much fun to practice! This 4th Grade Geometry Games Pack contains 20 fun and engaging printable board games to help students to practice naming lines, line segments, rays, and angles, identifying parallel and perpendicular lines,
identifying types of angles, measuring angles, classifying shapes, identifying lines of symmetry, and more! This pack includes 20 ENGAGING games that cover the following 4th grade geometry skills: Recognizing lines, liPage 4Are baby literary essays an expectation for your 3rd, 4th and 5h grade students? This all in one print and digital reading pack
is exactly what you need to help your upper elementary students succeed with writing lit essays.This set includes BOTH a digital version to use with Google Classroom™.Help your grade 3, 4, and 5 students master the skill of writing literary essays with these easy to use modeled example writing, graphic organizers, templates, tasks, sorts, checklists,
rubrics, and much mPage 5This emergency sub plan kit has everything you need to ensure your school day runs smoothly while you're gone. Planning for substitutes can be harder than just coming into work sick. However, with this set, you will have no-prep, print and go, reading, writing, math, science, and art activities that make sure your kids are
still learning while you get the rest you need. Included in this 132 page download are printables, graphic organizers, and more that cover:Classroom Management and OrganizatioPage 6Google Paperless Practice - 4th Grade Types of Lines and Types of Angles {4.G.1}Engage your students with this interactive DIGITAL resource that works with
Google Slides™. No more copies to be made, no more printer ink, and no more lost papers! With this 22-slide digital resource, your students will practice naming and identifying lines, line segments, rays, right angles, acute angles, obtuse angles, straight angles, parallel lines and perpendicular lines. Students will love interacting with tPage
7NONFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 4 OF 5 - NATURE: This useful reading passages test prep pack has been perfected for Grades 4-5 and allows you to review comprehension questions with ease. With full answer keys, numerous pictures to add some color and enjoyable topics, give this reading comprehension product a try today! Topics
include seasons, weeds and leaves. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities incNONFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 5 OF 5 - SEA ANIMALS: This effective worksheet pack will allow you to practice reading comprehension with your students while knowing
most of the work is done for you. Full of color and pictures, questions are CCSS aligned and written especially for Grades 4-5. Topics include bears, turtles and cats. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities include research projects, poetrIgnite kids’ interest in
Greek mythology with this engaging project! Third and fourth grade students love learning about their favorite gods and goddesses, heroes, and creatures with these coloring pages. If you're looking for a similar activity with images designed for older students, try these banners.This resource is now included as a printable PDF, forced Google Slides,
or digital Easel Activities. Open the preview to take a closer look. What’s Included:Fill-in-the-Blank Research – Each of tFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 4 OF 5 - SCHOOL: This collection of reading assessments are perfect for teachers who want to focus on regular comprehension with their students. With CCSS aligned questions written just for
Grades 4-5, answer keys to make your life easy and plenty of color. Try this packet out today! Topics include science, school photos and fears. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities incInteractive Math Notebook, 4th Grade Digital Notebook, Google
Classroom, Paperless: This 4th grade Google Classroom interactive notebook provides guided instruction, example problems, and quick references for all 4th grade Common Core math standards! Now you can get all the interaction and engagement of interactive notebooks without all the mess of cutting and pasting and the hassle of lost
papers.Designed to make the classroom efficient and interactive, these resources are presented as GoogleOne-page passages introduce third, fourth, and fifth grade students to 33 characters from Greek mythology. Kids take notes on themed sheets. Finally, they color the pages - and voila! You have a beautiful classroom display.The myth passages
are available as printable PDFs (black & white or color) and as an eBook*. The research sheets can be printed or shared as Easel Activities.Open the previews to get a closer look. Greek Gods & GoddessesAphrodite (Venus)ApolloAres (Mars)Artemis (Diana)NONFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 1 OF 5 - BIRDS: Whether you are preparing your
students for testing or looking for a simple review pack, this no prep reading comprehension product is ideal. Colorful, easy-to-use and with various kinds of comprehension questions included, give this reading worksheet set a try today! Topics include ostriches, owls and oil spills. Each lesson contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These
activities include research projects, poetry, origami and additional wFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 5 OF 5 - SPORTS: Benefit from using these stimulating and fun reading comprehension passages today! Each question has been written for Grade 4 and 5, lessons have an effective structure and style. Practical and colorful, practicing reading
comprehension has never been easier. Topics include bears, turtles and cats. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities include research prNONFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 2 OF 5 - INSECTS: We all need to review what we have learned at various times
of the year. Use this reading pack to do exactly that. Assess your students while having some enjoyment as well with CCSS aligned topics, fun colors and themes. Practicing reading comprehension with your students has never been easier. Topics include ants, fireflies and bees. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also
contains a bonus extension exercise at the e4th Grade Math Mystery: The Case of the Jungle JokerStudents must complete FIVE math worksheets, involving: balancing equations, missing addends, missing factors, and missing divisors & dividends, to unlock FIVE clues! Then, your student detectives must use critical thinking and deductive reasoning
to narrow down the list of suspects to find the Jungle Joker! Easy prep! Just Print & Solve! Or go paperless with the new Google Slides option provided within your download.-------------------FICTION READING PASSAGES SET 2 OF 5 - FAMILY: Add this effective reading worksheet pack to your resource folder this year. CCSS aligned and with no prep
required, questions are stimulating and topics are fun. Easy to use and with full answer keys, the added Easel Activity gives an extra way the product can be used. Topics include health, grandparents and siblings. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activitiesThese
activities teach third and fourth grade kids to identify structural elements of poetry, prose, and drama. A slideshow provides direct instruction. Students practice with mixed passages. Assessment and extra practice are also included. For traditional classroom teaching, you may introduce concepts with a PowerPoint presentation and provide practice
with a printable PDF. If you're using hybrid, distance, or paperless learning, try the Google Slides presentation and Easel Activities. Lesson pFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 1 OF 5 - ANIMALS: This effective worksheet pack will allow you to practice reading comprehension with your students while knowing most of the work is done for you. Full of
color and pictures, questions are CCSS aligned and written especially for Grades 4-5. Topics include bears, turtles and cats. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities include research projects, poetry, origTeach fourth grade CCSS literature standards with
confidence. Each reading unit helps kids master a standard with a complete learning cycle: introductory slideshow, guided practice, independent practice, and assessment. Everything you need is included.Resources are available in a variety of formats. Each slideshow may be viewed as a PowerPoint or Google Slides presentation. Practice pages may
be printed, accessed as Easel Activities, or completed as editable Google Slides.Open the bonus previewFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 3 OF 5 - FRIENDS: Get your hands on this no-prep reading comprehension worksheet pack. Teachers may use these tests to evaluate their students, or for a wide-ranging review of reading comprehension in
general. Topics include acting, rumors and promises. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities include research projects, poetry, origami and additional writing practice. Full anTen no prep reading comprehension lessons, with enjoyable stories and topics. Each
lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Mixed questions to check overall understanding. Vocabulary activities (includes: spelling games, sentence match-ups, definition matching and more). Plus a writing section. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. This is not included in the pricing so is in effect - free! Some you may
like, some you may not, either way they are there if you wisNONFICTION READING PASSAGES SET 3 OF 5 - MAMMALS: This resource will be a valuable addition to your reading comprehension classes. Use these exercises to assess how well your students have learned or as simple comprehension activities. Questions are CCSS aligned. Topics
include lions, tigers and horses. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. These activities include research projects, poetry, origami and additional wri4th Grade ELA Spiral Review for the ENTIRE YEAR!by Please be sure to download the PREVIEW in order to get the first two
weeks FREE! About The ProductThis is a daily spiral review for Grade 4. It was created with the Oklahoma Academic Standards in mind but can be utilized with other standards.Product FeaturesDaily Review Monday-FridayOne passage per weekPassages alternate between fiction and non-fictionEach week prints on one piece of paper (front and
back)Please note: Answer Keys are NOT currently included. In order to get other grade levels ouTen no prep reading passages, with enjoyable stories and topics. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Mixed questions to check overall understanding. Vocabulary activities (includes: spelling games, sentence match-ups, definition matching
and more). Plus a writing section. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. This is not included in the pricing so is in effect - free! Some you may like, some you may not, either way they are there if you wish to use themSix no prep reading comprehension passages, with engaging articles and topics. Each lesson has a blend of
post-reading activities. Mixed questions to check overall understanding. Vocabulary activities (includes: spelling games, sentence match-ups, definition matching and more). Plus a writing section. Each lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. This is not included in the pricing so is in effect - free! Some you may like, some you may
not, either way they are there if you wiSix no prep reading comprehension passages, with engaging articles and topics. Each lesson has a blend of post-reading activities. Mixed questions to check overall understanding. Vocabulary activities (includes: spelling games, sentence match-ups, definition matching and more). Plus a writing section. Each
lesson also contains a bonus extension exercise at the end. This is not included in the pricing so is in effect - free! Some you may like, some you may not, either way they are there if you wiPage 8This is an quiz /assessment / comprehension test for the new 4th grade McGraw-hill reading series (Literature Anthology). The test is for Unit one week two
"Experts, Incorporated". Covers common core questions and NGSSS / Fcat 2.0. Click here if you would like to see a Unit 1 BUNDLE, a huge savings!!! I already have Unit one weeks 1,2,3,4,5 posted (Princess and the pizza, Earthquakes, Experts Incorporated, Max Axiom, Kids Business) I have posted Unit 1 , 2 ,3 Stories and Bundles as wellPage 9Each
page holds multiple questions to assess the understanding of Virginia math SOL concept. This packet contains 5th grade math concepts, along with essential 4th grade math review standards. Many SOLs are completed, some are still being worked on. Missing from packet currently are: 5.4, 5.5b, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16. They will be
added and updated ASAP.Page 10Prepare your fourth graders for your state test! Or, use as a distance learning end-of-year reading review. This fun, engaging review covers 4th grade ELA eligible content including: poetry vocabulary (idiom, metaphor, personification, alliteration), nonfiction vocabulary (main idea, compare contrast, opinion,
chronological, heading), fiction vocabulary (theme, setting, resolution, climax), parts of speech (conjunction, preposition, correlative conjunctions, interjections) and more including antPage 11Mr. Clark's Physical Education Kindergarten, First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Grade Yearly Plan -41 Weeks of K-5 Elementary Physical Education Lesson
Plans fully explained with Unit, Learning Goals, Activities, and Equipment-251 Full pages of New Lessons, New Ideas, and New ResourcesThis product is an ideal product for any college student who wants to get their teaching collection started, any Physical Education teacher starting out, or a seasoned vet looking to mix things up this year!SiPage
12This resource is a complete science unit with engaging lessons and experiments to introduce second, third, and even fourth grade students to science, the scientific method, and other processes scientists use. Students learn about different areas of science, types of scientists and the jobs they do, science tools, science safety, and planning and
conducting experiments using the scientific method. Your students will enjoy ten high engagement lessons in a detailed teaching Power Point, science jouPage 13Includes Spring Activities the Butterfly Life Cycle AND Earth Day Recycling - These text structure passages are designed for RTI, small group, or whole group instruction in 3rd, 4th, 5th, &
6th grade. Students practice finding text evidence while examining text structure. The nonfiction text structures include: Cause and Effect, Compare and Contrast, Problem and Solution, Description, & Sequence. I provide two reading passages per text structure. Each passage has 2 copies: One with aPage 14Nonfiction Text Features Assessment 1:
Sharks- Digital & Printable- Use traditional PDF version to print and do in face to face instruction, or use the digital activities version through TpT Easel for your distance or digital learning. Covers Common Core Reading Standards: 3rd: 3RI1, 3RI2, 3RI5, 3RI74th: 4RI1, 4RI2, 4RI7Key Terms: heading, caption, diagram, bolded text, title, topic
sentence, photo20 Questions- labeling nonfiction text features, multiple choice, & short answer.THIS IS INPage 15A Biography Report that can be used as a graphic organizer, lapbook, or template for a biography project, such as writing a biography research report on any historical person. It's a great resource for Black History Month, Women's
History Month, and to make a wax museum project for 2nd grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade, or 5th grade.Students use the graphic organizers, activities, and various report options for a biography report presentation or to complete a genre study of biographies. Includes scafPage 16With 75 vocabulary terms to search for, this would be a great fun-whendone worksheet to wind up the school year. Or send your students home with it for a vacation activity. The terms are hidden in all directions and there may be some overlaps making this definitely a challenging puzzle. The 75 hidden vocabulary words are: Air Conditioner, August, Backpacking, Barbecue, Barefoot, Baseball, Beach, Berries, Boat,
Camp, Canoe, Daisy, Dive, Fan, Find, Fins, Firefly, Fishing, Flip Flops, Flowers, FoPage 17These WH Question Prompt Pictures & Worksheets Bundle with real pictures are a fun way for your students to develop language and writing skills in your special education classroom. I have provided a Black & White version to save on ink.This bundle of WH
Question Prompt Pictures has several themes, that include activities, people, objects, locations, and events related to each theme.Themes: Back to School, Halloween, Christmas, Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter, Birthday Day, Valentine's Day,Page 18This preschool Bible resource on Saint Patrick includes print-and-go lesson plans with stories, activities,
crafts, and more - perfect for the busy teacher, Sunday School leader, or homeschooling parent.If you were to ask your students what St. Patrick's Day is all about, I bet they would answer with things like:*wearing green (or else you get pinched!), *hunting for lucky shamrocks, *funny little leprechauns searching for gold at the end of rainbows, etc.
While we can have fun with all of thesePage 19Do your students struggle to make connections in nonfiction historical texts, science passages, and procedural writing? This resource includes 7 different activities that help students explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and
why based on specific information in the text. Students are introduced to three types of nonfiction writing: historical, scientific, and steps in technical procedures. Through a variety of nonPage 20NO PREP! Boom card decks- compatible with iPads, computers, and google! PATRIOTIC BOOM CARDS tm CRYPTOGRAM BUNDLE ACTIVITY!! Great for
virtual therapy or in person sessions. You will download a PDF when you purchase this product, which will give you a link to grant you access to the boom deck :) Works on visual perceptual, scanning, executive functioning, problem solving, spelling, reading, spelling, working memory, keyboarding skills and typing! Can be used for social skills groups
and group OPage 21 These 14 digital and printable Lexile® leveled close reading stories, plays, and poems with question sets are perfect for teaching, developing, or reinforcing RL.4.2 & RL.5.2. Google slides version is perfect for Google Classroom integration and distance learning. Students learn to determine a theme of stories, dramas, and poems
from details in the text, and to summarize the text. If you do not use Common Core, this packet is still perfect for teaching theme of stories, dramas, and plays.Page 22These fun and engaging sight words color by sight word pictures are perfect for literacy centers, morning work, early ﬁnishers, distance learning, substitutes and homework. Themes
include: Summer, Back to School, Fall, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Winter, Valentine's Day, St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, Earth Day, Spring and Graduation.Each picture has 35 worksheets that cover the Dolch sight words list and the Fry first 500 words list. You can choose the most appropriate word set for your stPage 23100 Directed
Drawings Bundle, Volume 2 by The NEW Directed Drawings, Volume 2 has over 100 drawing activities and is perfect for students to have an opportunity to connect art to writing & other crucial ELA skills. This resource includes Five Themed Sets! Four sets have 20 Drawings Each and the Fifth Set has 26! (106 drawings total) Each Drawing Includes
Two Pages Of Activities that allow young students to feel successful on their journey learning to draw while also helping to motivate their writing.Side One:1 Step-By-Step DrawinThis no prep resource is an easy way for you to introduce your students to this fun form of poetry and makes a fun activity for National Poetry Month. Students will learn the
"rules" of a limerick, practice identifying limericks and answer questions about their form and meaning, create their own limerick (with or without the templates provided), and learn about the history of a the limerick. Learning about and writing limericks is a fun way to celebrate National Poetry Month, but it can also bThis 23 Behavior Interventions
for The Kid Who Blurts, Blurts, and Blurts Some More is a resource made for the kid who's mouth is a volcano! (Perfect for PBIS schools!) As a teacher, if you are looking to reduce the number of classroom disruptions so that you can maximize your students' learning and build classroom community without constant redirections, then keep reading.
What's inside: -Blurt Chart Anchor Chart -Behavior Consequence Card -Behavior Desk Reminders for Visual ExpectationsFractions Projectby Teaching With a Mountain ViewEngage your students with a real world fraction project that is digital and printable! This project based learning activity includes 13 Pages of fraction practice aligned to common
core standards. You can use this as an extended project, for individual skill practice, math center work, enrichment, assessment, or independent study. This is also perfect review as test prep! This project includes two different DIGITAL, Google Slides versions that upload easily into Google Classroom for distanceReading Skill of the Day BUNDLE |
Googleby Teaching With a Mountain ViewThis bundle contains a full FORTY weeks of daily reading skill review.You save 20% by buying bundled!This valuable resource contains a full year's worth of reading skill review, plus extra weeks for homework, test prep, and more! Engage your students in a daily review of 17 key reading skills with this
*HUGE* Reading Skill of the Day Weekly Journal. Included in the file you will find:• 80+ Pages of Printable Student Pages• Complete Teacher Answer Key/Guide with Suggested Answers• Four Student CoThemes in Literature Print and Digitalby This Themes in Literature Unit comes in print and digital (for Google Classroom) versions and has
everything you need to teach students how to identify the theme of a piece of fiction. Your students will get plenty of practice in a variety of formats as it includes 7 passages (front and back with many paired passages) including Aesop's Fables, Folktales from Around the World, Legends and a Myth. It also has a set of 32 task cards, handouts, graphic
organizers, a picture book list, and 21 theme pBook Tasting Activity Packetby Staying Cool in the LibraryWhat is a book tasting? A book tasting is a chance to expose students to different to different genres and to get them engaged and excited about reading. These could be books that they would never look at on their own or books that do not
circulate in your library or classroom. A book tasting can be done with almost any grade or age level. This activity pack can be used with students from second grade up to middle school. This pack includes everything you need to host a book tasting in your clasPractice adding fractions, subtracting fractions, multiplying fractions, mixed numbers, and
MORE in this BIG bundle perfect for classwork or homework! You will receive 19 worksheets plus answer keys for EACH page, covering ALL of the 5th grade standards in the entire Number and Operations- Fractions domain! There is a large variety of question types, including short answer and plenty of word problems! This resource is also great to
review previously taught concepts with standardized testing apprThis is a set of 32 multiple choice figurative language task cards. Each card features a different figure of speech within the context of a paragraph. Seven types of figurative language are featured on these cards: simile, metaphor, idiom, hyperbole, personification, onomatopoeia, and
alliteration. The cards are presented in two formats to help you meet the needs of all of your students. (Please note that the passages are the same on both sets.) The first set is for younger or struggling studentPage 24These fun and engaging differentiated sight words mystery pictures are perfect for distance learning, literacy centers, morning work,
early finishers, substitutes and homework. This bundle includes 14 unique pictures, one for each of the following occasions/themes: Back to School, Fall, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Winter, Valentine's Day, Earth Day, Easter, St. Patrick's Day, Mother's Day, End of Year Graduation, Summer Bee and Superhero.Teachers have
commented:"Absolutely, positively, 1Page 25This states of matter science unit is packed with activities, including five hands-on science experiments you can use to teach your students about the states of matter. Students will learn about solids, liquids, gases, evaporation, melting, freezing, heating, changing properties, and more! Emphasis is placed
on how matter changes from one form to another. 12 learning posters, science vocabulary cards, teacher directions, and activity printables are included. Celebrate your students' learning atPage 26Find more dollar deals here! Are your students OBSESSED with the solar system? Give them an extra challenge with these no prep solar system word
problems! Perfect for your fast finishers, these problems will push their adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing skills to new levels.In this resource, students read high-interest passages about each of the planets, the sun, moon, asteroid belt, and even Pluto! Using the information and numbers in the passage, they solve addition, subtraction, m
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